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Hear Us Roar

Upcoming
Events:








12/17-21—Winter
Spirit Week
12/18/18—First
grade program
8:30 am
12/18/18— Second grade program 9:15
12/18/18– SSC
meeting 4:00 pm
12/18/18—Kinder
Winter program
6:00 pm
12/20/18— PBIS
Prize Store
12/20/18- Cutler
Staff Party 6:00

Home of the Wildcats

Cutler Elementary School
Principal’s Message:
This week we
saw great evidence
our pop in action.
Students were
demonstrating their
knowledge through
writing. They were
color coding, using
resources and citing evidence to support their opinion
writing. Teachers
keep up the great
work and continue
to provide students
with the necessary
scaffolds and supports for them to
succeed.
On Thursday
Cutler School had
the pleasure of presenting to the Cutler
-Orosi Board of Education. Students
from each grade
were recognized and
celebrated. In addition we recognized
our Parent Volunteer, Sally Contreras, Classified employee, Avigail
Torres, and Teacher,
Erin Wandler. We
are very thankful to
have such a wonderful school family
to work with.

Thank you all for
your hard work
and dedication
to the students of
Cutler school.
What’s Happening 3-5:
This week
third grade participated in a lesson study with
Guided Reading
as the focus of
development. We
would like to give
a HUGE WILDCAT Shout out to
Ms. Delbosque
and Erin
Wandler for al-

lowing us to observe
their small guided
group instruction.
#OBSERVEME We
walked away with
valuable information on
MODIFIED INSTRUCTION to
meet the needs of
struggling students
and different ideas
for lessons and instruction for small
groups. In addition,
we took the opportunity to call students in and together score, calibrate
and analyze. This is
when we realized

there were a few but valuable differences. After calibrations, the teachers began
working collaboratively and sharing strategies to implement during their groups to improve student success. Thank you third
grade teachers for the time and effort you
put into creating meaningful learning opportunities with each other.
~G Squared

College Thursday:
Our college Thursday for this week featured the California Institute of California
which it’s campus is located in Pasadena, California. The Caltech institute is a world renowned science and engineering Institute that
marshals some of the world's brightest minds
and most innovative tools to address fundamental scientific questions and pressing societal
challenges. Caltech’s faculty and students expand the understanding of the universe and invent the technologies of the future. Some research interests include quantum science and
engineering to bioinformatics, and the nature of
life itself. Caltech is often ranked as one of the
world's top-ten universities. Please visit
www.caltech.edu to learn more on Caltech.
Career Friday:
This Career Friday students explored and
learned the career of shipping and receiving
clerks which duties include setting workers
schedules, estimate costs, and keep track of materials as well as production problems in manufacturing plants. Shipping, receiving, and traffic
clerks keep track of outgoing and incoming shipments. Clerks review shipment orders to ensure
they were correctly processed, compute freight
costs, and prepare invoices. They may move
goods from a warehouse to the loading dock. Material and product inspecting clerks weigh, measure, and document materials and equipment that
enter a warehouse. They perform quality checks,
and determine how to handle defective products.
To work in this field, individuals typically need a
high school diploma or equivalent and are
trained on the job. Knowledge of spreadsheet or
database software may be helpful.
PBIS News:
Cutler Elementary continues to have great
success with our PBIS program and interventions. We celebrated another great week of recognitions to all students who follow our school wide
expectations. A total of 6,052 moments were recognized this week for students who were showing
respect, making good decisions and solving problems. Our success is attributed to the ongoing
effort of teachers and classified staff.

Thank You COS Puente Club:
A huge thank you to the COS Puente Club for their donation of over 60 jackets
to our Cutler students. These jackets were donated in honor of the life of Teresa Guadiana, former Puente Counselor. Thank you to Venissa for thinking of our students
and bringing warmth and joy to our Wildcats.

Have a GREAT Weekend!
Mrs. Cerda, Mrs. Andrade, & Mr. Gomez

